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Before class: 

Project note: On the website it says “Test the tree modules…” It should say “Test  
the three modules…” 

 
Context for today’s lecture:  

- Remember that we are trying to create a mapping of one curve to another.  
 
Good Maps 

- When creating a mapping, we want the “Best” map (bijection) between two 
curves or two surfaces A & B so that one point maps to one point on the other 
and vice versa 

- The best map is a homeomorphism, where neighbors are mapped as neighbors 
(continuous) 

- In order to define “goodness” of a map, we need to define what is a bad map 
 
Bad Mappings 

-  
- Could do the reordering, but then the mapping is not continuous 
- Texture mapping example of badness 

 



 
Defining “Goodness” of a map 

- Need to be able to measure this “goodness” value 
- Some possible measures of homeomorphisms (from class discussion): 

- Cost of computing and storage 
- Flexibility of the domain – does it work on planes, spheres, NURBS, 

etc… 
- Area preservation – minimize stretch, sheer, or uniformity of stretch 

variations (distortion measures) 
- Example of uniformity of stretch variations 

 
- Morphing 

- Used in computer animation 
- How to describe the morph? 

- Could use physical simulation (initial conditions, physics), or 
could record the user’s actions and play back the distorting of 
the shape 

- But these are not morphs, they are simulation and playback 
- We want to specify a start and end shape and the program 

generates the intermediate shapes 
- Want to make sure that 0 maps to 0 

- Want to avoid sliding, a map that minimizes (integral) travel 
distance 

 
How to integrate travel distance? 

  



- This is actually backwards ; it is more natural to go from the curved object to 
the closest projection 

 

 
 
- This measure is not symmetric (depends on the direction of the mapping) 

- Therefore, use Ball map 
 

  
- Instead of mapping from a to m to b (would get a kink), go from a to b along a  

circular arc for morphing 
- Advantages: shorter integral, start & end orthogonal to curves, no self-

intersection if ball compatible 
- Homeomorphic map 

- Good for mapping textures, morph animation, transmission of data 
- Assumes two things are in final positions (“ultimate registration”) 

 
Some Operations: 



  

   
- Let’s say that A & B agree in some piece 

- Strip contains part where A & B are equal and A XOR B 

 
 
 MEDIAN 

- center of the balls = { set of points in  that are equidistant from A 
& B } 

- part of the cut that is in the strip 
- assumes that things went well and the median is calculated 
- Example uses: (have two shapes and have computed median) 

 
- Use the ball map to visualize the discrepancy between A & B as color 

- Color A based on r(A) 
- Show a surgeon discrepancy colorization & then morph to 

show more (or show exaggeration of tiny differences) 
- Given a and r(a), want to reconstruct b 

- If possible, then also want to use a linearly ramping scalar to 
morph 

 
Reconstructing B 

- Given curve (surface) A and radius field function r 

   
 



 
- How: 

 
 
 

  So now have median 

    
 
Project a’ onto N’, subtract a’ to get correction k 
Estimate N’ (normal at m) using neighbors 
 

 
 
b is the reflection of a over tangent at m 
 



- Now have a tool to recover b give A and r(A) field 
- Useful for transmission, etc. 

 
Statistics on shapes 

- Assume base B 
- If we express every shape Si as a ball offset of B (ie field ri) 

- Do statistics for each point of B: 

 
- Do statistics about differences and can report this to various 

applications (manufacturing, doctors, etc.) 
- Problem: Ball map might not work ; hard to find base B 

 
 
 

- Solution: see if they are ball compatible 
- If normal compatible then ball compatible – hard 



- A & B are Ball-compatible ( ) when their Ball-map is a 
homeomorphism 

- Sufficient condition: H(A, B) < min( mfs(A), mfs(B) )    

 
- mfs – minimum feature size – radius of smallest ball on cut 
- cut – point where ball touches at two points 
- Example: 

 
 
 

 B’ is not  because H is bigger than r 
 

 
- Sufficient condition guarantees that cut of A does not intersect 

median 

 



Measuring distortions of a map 

  
- Map a surface onto a plane (traditionally for map-making) 

- If the projection: 
Preserves Called 

Area Equiareal 
Angle Conformal 
Both isometry 

- if A & B are in { set of planes and spheres}: 
- Ball-map is conformal 
- If a portion of A is the mirror image of a portion of B then their ball-

map is an isometry 
- Ball morph between planar regions has no distortion (isometry during 

animation) 
 
Ball-Maps for: 

- Currently for piece-wise circular curves (smoothly joined) 

 
- What about for 

- Polygons in 2D – subdivide polygon? ; ignore lines and just use 
points? 

- Problem: Ball might not fit into corner: 

 



- Ordered sets of points 
- Have ball pass through by touching only 3 points at a time 

- Portion of the Delannay triangulation 
- How to recover with the height field? 

 


